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last step is to get the ecam session working. in the app on your ipad, go to the menu, and navigate
to the ecam session option. now set the resolution to be whatever you want. i am on a 27" imac, so i
set it to 1440x900. next, go back to your pc, start the splashtop wireless client, and connect to your

ipad. when the splashtop icon appears, right click on it and select "connect to xdisplay". now you can
navigate to the ecam session. now when you run the ecam session, you should be able to see a

dashboard in a window on the efb, and a number of charts on the main workspace. the initial charts
should be the device/location specific graphics, but you can add/delete any chart type in any of the

tabs on the main workspace. now we have all the basics of ecam working. now if you add a new
device, it will appear in the ecam charting tab. you can switch back to the ecam session in the menu
and it should appear. if it doesnt, then you need to do a system reboot on the pc to make sure the

splashtop wireless client is connecting correctly, and that the imac efb is running at the correct
resolution. ecam version 5 is the latest version of ecam and has come with new features and
significant improvements to many areas of ecam. the new version has several features and

improvements. the plc (programmable logic controller) is more powerful and can run multiple
programs simultaneously. the hmi is now the same in all languages and the osd is easier to use and
understand. in addition, ecam is now 100% web-based. the new ecam provides more robust, flexible
and intuitive reporting and monitoring capabilities. version 5.0 is the first version of ecam that allows

data access via a database called “ecam plus”. this feature allows users to view, download and
export historical ecam data in the form of csv, excel or tab-delimited files. additionally, ecam version

5.0 includes an optimized hmi (human machine interface) that supports multiple languages and
languages that are different than english.
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The ECAM Universal Translator (UT) is a tool that assists in processing and merging data that has
non-uniform time intervals or is stored in multiple excel (csv) files. There are some instances where
the building automation system will export each trend to its own csv file. For example, the data from
an air handler will be exported to multiple files. If each trend has its own csv file, and the timestamps

do not exactly match, then the Universal Translator can be used to merge the data to a uniform
timestamp. The file format for import into the UT is csv and it exports files as UTF. The user guide
shows the user where to download the program (UT program) and gives examples of importing,

merging, and exporting the data that is compatible with ECAM. ECAM (Energy Charting and Metrics)
facilitates the analysis of data from buildings or meters, reducing the time spent analyzing trend and

utility meter data. It accelerates ad hoc data charting and summarization. It supports the DOE-
funded Building Re-tuning process with automated charts. It provides a transparent means for

measurement and verification (M&V) of energy savings, adherent to the International Performance
Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) and using methods from ASHRAE Guideline 14,

Measurement and Verification of Energy, Demand, and Water Savings. ECAM includes functions that
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make it easy to integrate data gathered at different time intervals, including change-of-value (COV)
data. ECAM is widely used, including as BPAs platform for commercial SEM and custom M&V, and as

an aid both nationally and internationally for IPMVP training. 5ec8ef588b
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